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the eyes which should be given as a routine procedure im-
mediately after birth.
THE   ACTIVITY   OF    THE    NEWBORN
What may a mother expect her baby to do at birth? She
should expect him to cry. The first cry is not a wrathful
protest against his enforced entrance into this cold, uncom-
fortable world nor "an expression of an overwhelming sense
'of inferiority." It is rather an automatic response to inter-
nal and external stimuli — to the chemical composition of
the blood, cutaneous stimulation, and atmospheric pressure.
It is the most frequent sign that breathing has begun. No
wonder the first cry has long attracted attention, for it is the
first sign of the most human of man's attributes — speech.
Incidentally, it is largely by crying that the infant controls
his environment. By this means he summons adults from
their world to minister to his needs.
Some babies, it has been reported, have sneezed them-
selves, into the world. A few, bored from the beginning,
start life with a yawn. Crying, sneezing, and yawning are
responses which can be called forth at birth. *>
The vital processes of breathing, circulation, and diges-
tion are likewise ready to function. Most of the duct glands
are ready for action at birth although they may secrete only
a limited amount and in response to certain specific stimuli.
Hunger contractions were observed in infants that had not
yet nursed. The pupil oC the eye will grow larger or
smaller in response to varying intensity of light. The baby
usually knows how to make sucking movements, but some-
times it is difficult to induce him to take his first meals.
Even at birth, when lying prone, a baby can turn his head
far enough to permit free breathing. Babies do not smother
theftiselves easily, as some old wives say. Suffocation may be
due to glandular causes, but tales of accidental suffocation
should not frighten mothers because they have little founda-
tion in fact. If a baby is placed face down in a pillow, he
will turn his head so that he can breathe easily.

